Consolidating Developmental Local Government

About this Publication:

*Consolidating Developmental Local Government* documents the dynamics of local government transformation and captures the key themes of the debates about policy options, lessons and key strategic decisions. These debates are aimed at ensuring that municipalities play a key role in creating more democratic, non-racial, equitable and sustainable communities, towns and cities.

Compiled and written by people who participated in one way or another in the experience of democratic consolidation, this text will be an indispensable resource for government officials, students, researchers, specialists, community leaders, businesses and the general reader. Critical questions are raised throughout the book about the kinds of challenges that all those involved with the future of local governance will face in the years ahead.
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Of Interest and Benefit to:

- South African tertiary institutions – departments of public administration, politics, planning, sociology, geography, engineering and development studies.
- Practitioners - senior politicians and officials in local government (councillors, officials in municipalities), researchers on local govt in academic institutions and NGOs - and donors.
- The national/international research community.
- Sector specialists, specialists in urban/rural studies, researchers in development studies and specialists in southern African studies.
- Libraries.